
END TO END CONTRACTING FOR  
ENTERPRISE CLIENTS
ACHIEVING CUSTOMER CENTRIC BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION

VISION Transform the Customer Experience for their Largest Customers
Telecom Italia recognized that for their largest customers, they needed to provide a differentiated 
customer experience. They faced many challenges operating a complex IT infrastructure. The IT 
infrastructure was “siloed” supporting specific domain technologies. Their IT infrastructure partially 
supported cloud services. They had poor end-to-end visibility of sales. Finally, they didn’t have a unified 
view of customer information.

For these customers, they needed to create a seamless experience, unifying sales, contracting, 
fulfillment, and billing processes. They also needed to enable their sales teams to respond rapidly 
to custom requests, using existing products as building blocks, but quoting and delivering solutions 
tailored specifically to the needs of the biggest clients. 

To support their business goals, they envisioned a new CRM solution that would provide a seamless 
experience for their best customers throughout the customer lifecycle, and enable the creation 
of compelling solutions based on ALL of their existing products including mobile, fixed line, next-
generation M2M services, and their successful IaaS/PaaS/SaaS and Cloud offerings. In addition, they 
envisioned a system that would enable them to evolve their business more rapidly.

EXECUTION Wrapping and Renewing Legacy Infrastructure
Using Pega, their initial focus was on streamlining the contracting and ordering process. They created 
a solution that “wrapped and renewed” their legacy environments – integrating product and customer 
data from 3 separate CRM systems (wireline, mobile, and cloud) to support complex enterprise 
solutions. The CRM application includes full integration of commercial product information thereby 
creating a unified product catalog view for enterprise customers and enabling sales and pre-sales 
teams to see the entire portfolio of products and services.

The solution also uses case management principles to enable an end-to-end view of enterprise 
orders, including dependencies and sub-cases for all order activities. Finally the solution fully supports 
the combined human-centric and automated work required to successfully deliver enterprise orders.

OUTCOME Improved Customer Experience, Better Responsiveness
With the Pega solution, they have been able to go to market more aggressively with dozens of new 
integrated offers. They were able to open up new indirect sales channels so that they could reach new 
customers. They initiated a program to drive customer loyalty. This has resulted in increased revenue, 
expanded market share, and brand loyalty.

They operationalized the solution by scaling the rollout by starting with the top 30,000 enterprise 
clients with plans to incrementally scale to another 200,000. This phased rollout reduced the risk of 
the implementation and allowed the solution and processes to be refined iteratively. 

The system offers end to end contracting for top enterprise clients including order capture, 
decomposition, order orchestration, and provides a unified desktop view. The system automates  
the handoffs to other systems, enables end to end visibility, eliminates dual entry of data and takes 
pre-emptive measures when delays occur. 

“For enterprise customers we created [CCS TOP system] with one unified view of the 
customer and reused catalogs from existing systems to offer one unified, convergent 
catalog to our marketing department...We want to put the power of ‘build for change’ 
directly in our business user hands.”

Danilo De Angelis, SVP. 
Head of CRM Technology. Telecom Italia Information Technology

Telecom Italia Group is global service provider operating in Italy and Brazil. They employ 65,000 people and handle more 
than 20M wireline (7M OLO), 14M BB (7M OLO) and 105M mobile subscriptions (“Telecom Italia Group – Fiscal Year 2013”) .

For more information, please visit: pega.com/customers   © Copyright 2014 Pegasystems. All rights reserved.
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▪▪ Improve customer experience 
for largest customers

▪▪ Better visibility and control of 
end-to-end sales process

▪▪ Reduce the time to market 
for new B2B services

▪▪ Provide convergent ICT 
services (Mobile, Fixed,  
Cloud, Custom)
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